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BRANNERITE, A NEW URANIUM MINERAL.·

BY

FRANK L. HESS, A.B., and ROGER C. WELLS, Ph.D.
Unitrd States Geoloaica1 Survey.

IN 1915 S. M. Ballard sent to one of the writers a highly
radioactive mineral that had been obtained from gold ptacers
worked by Henry Sturkey in 'Stanley Basin in the central part
of Idaho. Later other material was sent to the Survey by Mr.
Sturkey. Mr. Sturkey's placer is near the head of Kelley
Gulch, said to be in granite cut by pegmatites, and it is in the
pegmatites that the source of the mineral is probably to be found.

In 1916 Robert N. Bell published a half-tone of a radiograph 1

made with the mineral by A. G. Van Eman, who thought it to
be euxenite, with which it is related in composition and which it
resembles in color and texture.

The mineral received is in grains, part of which are prisms
and most of which show a prismatic tendency (see Fig. I). They
are a brownish yellow on the outside but the visible weathering
has extended to a depth not exceeding the thickness of paper.
Inside they are brilliant black, with a choncoidal fracture and no
sign of cleavage. Polished specimens examined under reflected
light show the mineral to be remarkably homogeaeous. It is,
however, traversed by minute cracks that are in part filled by
quartz that undoubtedly accounts for the Si02 in the analysis.
Although to the eye the mineral is an opaque black, under the
microscope very thin chips allow sufficient yellowish green
light to pass to make possible optical measurements. The streak
is a dark greenish brown. The hardness is about 4.5 as the
mineral will scratch apatite but will not scratch orthoclase.

The crystals are not perfect enough to allow a determination
of the crystal form, but their shapes suggest that they may be
orthorhombic or tetragonal. However, E. S. Larsen determined
it to be isotropic with an index 0 f n 1.1 =2.26 ±0.02 and n N. =2.30

±0.02. It seems probable that it is an isometric paramorph after
either a tetragonal or an orthorhombic form as many of the

• Published by permission of the Director of the United States G~o

logical Survey.
J Sixteenth Ann. Rept. Mine Inspector of Idaho (1915), Boise, pp. 29, 30.
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226 FRANK L. HESS AND ROGER C. \VELLS. []. F. 1.

coniplex pegmatitic uranium minerals seem to be. It will be
noted in the tables given on other pages of this article that all
but one of the minerals (hielmite) are isotropic. Yttrocrasite
shows birefringent particles and is probably a mixture. Also like
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Brannerite pebbles and a piece oC pitchblende mounted on a card to test comparative radio
activity. Slightly reduced. See figure on opposite page.

nearly all of the complex pegmatitic minerals, the new mineral
is variable in composition and the specific gravity of the speci
mens tested ranged from 4.5 to 5-43, as determined with the Joly
balance. The specimens analyzed had a specific gravity of 5.42
(by pyknometer).
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The radioactivity of the specimens of different specific gravi
ties showed slight differences as tested by the exposure of a

FIG. 2 •

•
RadiOJ!&ph made by the mineral••hown in figure I. They were mounted On thin card

board which wa. laid on the .ensitive film of a photographic plate for 48 houra. A print w..
photographed through a priam in order to make comparlaon eaaier.

photographic plate. Those having the highest specific gravity
appeared most active (see Fig. 2). The material was not tested
in an electroscope. Attention may be called to the advantages
of making a radiograph of various specimens in a case of this

DicltlleC by Google
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-

sort before proceeding with the analysis, as it may be seen from
Fig. 2 that some of the pieces were comparatively inactive, and
pieces with a like content of uranium or thorium. or both may
be readily selected. Two of the least active pieces from the
seventh row (Fig. 2) gave on analysis 35.0 per cent. TiOz com
pared with 39.0 per cent. in the best material.

I f in quantity the mineral would be of value as a source of
radium, but probably only a few pounds could be obtained even at
a prohibitive cost.

CBBKICAL .....LYSIS.

Our thanks are due to Mr. W. C. Wheeler for preliminary
chemical determinations on the mineral. Mr. Wheeler established
the presence of uranium and suggested the separation of titanium
and uranium by hydrolysis, as finally carried out.

The mineral is slowly decomposed by treatment with concen
trated sulfuric acid, or by hydrofluoric and sulfuric acids. It is
more convenient, however, to bring it into solution by gentle
fusion with acid sodium sulfate. On dissolving the melt in cold
water, or dilute sulfuric acid, there remains a small residue con
sisting of silica, unattacked mineral, and sulfates of lead, barium
and strontium, which was analyzed separately.

Various methods of analysis were tried, using principally the
acid sulfate solution, but the unusual association of elements made
the analysis largely a process of successive approximations. Each
precipitate obtained was tested for impurities and if an admix
ture was found the method of analysis was modified accordingly.

It was thought at one time that the ammonium carbonate
treatment could be relied on to separate the main constituents,
uranium and titanium, but so much titanium was carried into the
filtrate with the uranium in this process that it· was decided to
separate the titanium by hydrolysis. The precipitate and filtrate
were then further analyzed separately.

For the hydrolytic separatio!,\ of titanium the sui fate solution
was treated with hydrogen sulfide, neutralized, freed from hydro
gen sulfide with a stream of carbon dioxide, and finally diluted
and boiled after the addition of considerable ammonium sulfate.2

In one analysis 3. I per cent. of rare earths was found in the
titanium separated as described and 5.0 per cent. in the uranium

• Hillebrand. W. F .. U. S. Geol. Survey. Bull. 422, 137 (1910).
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portion. In another analysis the total rare earths separated di
rectly, first as fluorides and finally as oxalates, amounted to 8.0
per cent.

The filtrate from the titanium was precipitated twice with
ammonium hydroxide, leaving calcium in solution. The hydrox
ides were dissolved in hydrochloric acid, evaporated nearly to
dryness, taken up in hydrofluoric acid and the rare earths filtered
off. After removing hydrofluoric acid with sulfuric acid, pre
cipitating with ammonia, and dissolving the hydroxides in nitric
acid, the remaining elements, chiefly uranium, were subjected to
the -ammonium carbonate treatment and uranium was finally sep
arated and weighed as pyrophosphate.

The stage of oxidation of the uranium in the mineral wa~

determined se,parately by decomposition with dilute suI furic acid
in a closed glass tube containing carbon dioxide at 225 0 C. and
subsequent titration with potassium permanganate. It was as
sumed in calculating the proportion of U02 that all the iron of the
mineral was in the ferrous condition. The only ground for this
assumption is the fact that iron is more easily reduced than
uranium, so that the existence of any uranous oxide would imply
the absence of ferric oxide. However, the state of oxidation of
the iron cannot be regarded as determined. The coating on dIe
grains contained some ferric oxide which could only be removed
by carefully chipping off the exterior and selecting the jet black
pieces. A determination of iron as Fe20:1 on unselected material
gave 3.7 per cent., whereas the value obtained on the best selected
material was 3.0 per cent., or 2.7 per cent. FeO. Iron seems to
be an essential constitutent of the mineral. In the extended
analysis iron had to be determined in the titanium portion, in the
ammonium carbonate precipitate, and in the uranium precipitate.

Thorium was determined in the mixture of rare earths by the
sodium thiosulfate method. The ignited oxide was white, and
pure as far as could be determined. The yttrium earths were
estimated by their solubility in a solution of sodium sulfate. They
were a buff color after ignition and gave by conversion of the
oxides to sulfates, an average atomic weight of 151, a weight
so great that probably erbium or ytterbium or both are present.
Lack of time prevented a thorough investigation of the rare
earths. No cerium earths could be detected. Water and carbon
dioxide were weighed in absorption tubes after heating the min-
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era! in a boat in a hard glass tube in a current of dry air. A small
correction was applied based on the results of blank detennina
tions run similarly. No magnesium, tin, tungsten, tantalum,
columbium, molybdenum, vanadium, copper, or fluorine could
be detected.

An attempt was made to heat the mineral, mixed with car
bon, in a stream of chlorine and make a fractional condensation
of the volatile chlorides. A complete separation of the uranium
and titanium was not accomplished, but the non-volatile residue
in the boat was found to contain calcium, rare earths chiefly of
the yttrium group, iron, and a little uranium.

An attempt was also made to detect helium but without suc
cess. On heating 5 grammes of the mineral with acid sodium
sulfate in a vacuum a few cubic centimetres of gas were obtained
-largely sulfur dioxide, which was probably generated by the
action of the U02 on the sulfuric acid. Nearly all of the gas was
soluble in a solution of sodium hydroxide and what remained
gave only nitrogen lines, as far as could be determined, when
examined in a Pluecker tube.

The various determinations led to the following results:

Composition of the Mineral from Stanley Basin.

(R. C. Wells, analyst.)
Per cent. Molecular value•.

SiO. .6 010

TiO 39·0 ··488
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.9 040

CaO . . .. 2.9 052

UO•....................... 10.3·· ··.·.·.·· ..• · 0,38
UO•....................... 33.5 116

ThO, 4-1 00015
Ce.O, none
YtaO., etc. 1

•••••••••••.•••• 3.9 011

ZrO, .2 ................•.....•.001

PbO .2 ......................•.001

BaO .3 002

SrO .1 001

H,O 2.0 111

CO. .2 005

Fe.O., AI.O., P.O•......... trace

100.2

Specific gravity, 5.42.
I Average molecular wEight 350.
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CALCULATIOK 01' I'ORKULA

The following combinations in molecular values seem logical :

FeO .040 UO. .038 '" CO. .005
CaO .052 ThO. m5 SiO•.010
BaO .002 ZrO•.002 ·fIU•.4b8
SrO .001
PbO .001 .055 .503

.0g6

This leaves Yt20 3 = 0.01 I, U03 =.116, and H 20 =. I I I un-
grouped. On this basis the mineral may be simplified to :

RO 0g6 8.7
YtoO•.......................01 I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.0
RO. . 055 or . . . . . . . . . .. 5.0
UO•........................116 10.5
Tio. 503 45.7
H.O 11 I 10.1

Without any further combination this yields the following
approximate formula:

9 RO. Yt.O.. 5 RO. I I UO.. 46 TiO.. 10 H.O.

The figures for RO and U03 are not very near whole num
bers, but this need cause ~o disappointment as the whole calculation
rests on the assumption that the iron is in the ferrous condition.
Although this assumption has certain analogies to support it and
is given preference, it would not be entirely unreasonable to
assume that part or all of the iron is in the ferric condition. The
question cannot be settled experimentally in the presence of uran
ium in two stages of oxidation. If all of the iron is assumed to
be present as ferric iron the following percentages and molecular
values are obtained in place of those first given:

Per cent. Molecular valu...
FeO Noo·e -
Fe.O•.............. " . . . . .. 3.2 020

UO•....................... 18.4 ··· 068
UO•....................... 25.1 089

Appropriate grouping now leads to the approximate formula:

2 RO. R.O.. 3 Ra.. 3 UO.. 18 TiO.. 4 H.O.

The bases are apparently present as titanates, metatitanates,
or uranotitanates, but an exact evaluation of the relative pro-
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portions of these compounds is obviously very difficult and hardly
appears practicable in view of the uncertainty concerning the
stage of oxidation of the iTan and uranium. There is more TiO,
present than is required to form normal titanates of all the bases,
but not enough to form metatitanates without taking some uran
ium as the basic radicals UO and U02• To secure an exact bal
ance any excess of Ti02 may be reduced to the form of a titanyl
metatitanate TiO.TiOs.

The results below are presented for illustration as one of the
possibilities along this line with little to recommend it over others
that could be given.

O.id. Molecular MetatitaDate TiC.
vMue r~~nd

RO 096 R TiO•..... " '" , 096
Yt"O•...............011 Yt.(TiO.) 033
Tho. 016 Th(TiO.) 032
ZrO 001. Zr (TiO.) •. " 002

UO•................038 UO TiO•............038
UO 116 UO(TiO.), 232
TiO•................070 " TiO TiO•...........070

·503

On this basis the mineral may be represented as a hydrated
metatitanate of various bases, thus: (Ca, Fe, UO, TiO)TiOs +
(Th, Zr, UO) (TiOa )2 + Yt2 (TiOa)s + H 20. Without imply
ing exact molecular ratios the proportions of these four species
would be about 6, 8, 1,3, respectively, It should be remembered.
however, that the stage of oxidation of the iron is unknown and
this ignorance introduces uncertainty in these proportions. Nor
is it known whether minerals of this kind should' be considered
as mixed crystals, solid solutions, or salts of complex acids, al
though in one of these suppositions may lie the correct explana
tion of their composition.

Analyses of the known complex uranium minerals have been
arranged in the tables following so that the uranium content in
creases progressively toward the end of the series. The newly
described mineral from Idaho is designated as brallne,.ite,

It will be seen that the new mineral contains more uranium
than any other except the pitchblendes. Unlike most of the
others it contains no tantalum or columbium and is very high
in titanium.
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Compa"aliw Analyses of ,he Comple" U"ani_ Mi1le1'als.
(Amonpd in the onter of their uranium content.)

233

Name RieO- I Yttria- Zirke-
rite lite lite

Micro- YUro-
lite t~~~-

Yttro
erall
ite

Prior
it.

Naf
!pte

SjJJy
lite

P"'fv' D&D&'I . j App.J. 5" App. I, 72a 7Jll App.2, App.2, App.2, 731
Yltem ...... p. 6a ~. 75 p. I,.

~'.¥. fi~AnalYlt ........ O. Hau- ]. B. . T. Dun- Ram- C.H. W.G.... Mack- Prior nin8- mela- War- Prior Brown
into.h ton berg ren

CrYI. Form- .. A I I 0 0 0 T T
hot. or biP .. hot. hot. hot. hot. hot. hot to hot. hot.

bit.
Indi.... 2.05 1.75a 2. III l·llJO 2.15 2.IJ I.ala 2.06
!p.:.G.. 4·575 4·741 5.656 5.425 ~.a04J 4·09 4·a9
..0 •..........

J2:~
6a·43 46 . 25 race 7.69 '4i :6liJCboO•......... 7.74 12.32 Preaeut 36.6a

Tio. .. 6.00 14·115 49.72 21.59 .·i.'4i·Uo. ...... Uudet. I. 40 1.61 I. lla 0·411
Uo. .. o.aJ I. 59 0.64 2.14 J.oJ
C..O•........ 2.8a· 1.86 2·52 0.17" 2.22 2·92 }4.J2 1·37
(Di, LaltO•.

}~~:~~.
2.94· 7.98

Y.O•..... 46 .5ot 0.211 o. 'J 10.52
)'5.67 )17. 11 ll·" )27.94'Eno. .. 6.71

Tho. Undet. 12.00 7.JI a.75 0.61 5·01
ZrO' ...... 52.811 55· JO ·.09
CaO ..... I. 9J 0.60 10.711 11. ao 5.7J I. 8J 4·" 2.61

~~?.':
0.22 I. 01 Trace 0.22 0.05

u;'d~i:
0.30 2.J6 I. a7 0.16

5uo. ... I. 05 1.12 0.211 0.08
FeO ... 2.61 •. 89 7.7' J.80 5.6J 2.04
F..o.. I. 20 0.29 I ·44

'T~c:~'MuO ..
·1·U;'d~i.

0.77 o. 13 0.19
PbO .. 0.85 0·48
H.o- ... 7.11 0.79" 1.02' I. 17 6.JI 4·J6 J. 69 3. 19
H.O+. .. 0:9'0"- 0.10

: : T~~~~~'X .... 0.68'
AbO•..

I ""'
0.55 0.13

5io. ... 29·17 Trace • I' lO·58
Na.O .. .. 2.86 0.16
KoO .. 0"9

·1:
0.06

F ..... 2.85 -Trace
BeO. 0.34 I

0.62
-------- ---- ---- --- ----

98 95-1;;;;;:-~1--;;9 50-
------

I 99.93 99·",1 99.03 100.2S 100.7J 100.4a

• A. amorphous; I. isometric; 0, orthorhom
bie iT. tetragonal.

• Isotropic or birefringent. M Olt of the
detenninatioD9 of optical properties are
by E. 5. Lanlen and were not made on
type material.

, (Ce. La. Nd).O.
d :>I., He
o At. wt. ,6•.
I Y earth.

A. J2.fJ7 per cent. at. wt. 110.3

B. 5.JO per cent., at. wt. 1l0.53
C. 4.50 per cent., at. wt. "4.9
D. '4.03 per c,nt., at. wt. 12~.

• Ignition
• (Ce, DihO.
; Co.
j T..o. abt.• per cent.
• UO
, Y.o. abt. 1 per cent.
.. LitO-

-
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Comparati'lltl Analyses of the Comf'lex Uranium Minerals.-eontinued.
(Arranged in order of their uranium content.)

°

4·7

4·33
4·'5-

66.03
9.87"'

7.51
1.28"

3.8
4·'

23.67
29.58
1.86
7.37

°Usually
isot.

A

2.67

5.53

0.83

0.96

6.18

2.19

5.6

T
Isot.

1.96

I
Isot.

2.14

°Isot.

6.18

740
HilIe
brand

I
Near

Samar
akite

Name

PalJe. Dans's }
System .

Analyst .

H' I I Blom-I P IF Near Vi... W·· IDe&.\e - stran- yro- er~- Samar- tingho- .u- .-_
mite dine chlore solllte skite fite kite zit.

-----1---- ---- ----------------------
74 t App... 7.6 730 740 740 ApP.3. App.••

p. 17 ~. 85 p. .34
A. E. C. W. Ram- W. H. W. F. A. Holm- ].
N'or- Blom- mels- Sea- Hille- Da- quist Sterb.
den- strand belli mon brand amour

skiold

°uniax-
ial \?)
W=·.30
Li

E ='.40
J.I
5.8.

CrYL Form .
loot. or bi! .

Indices .

Sp.G. 4.82
4·93

Ta.O•........ 27.03 )'6'.4' 1.15 4. 08 '9.34
Cb"O......... 27.77 '3.35 58.27 43.78 27.56
TiO'......... 27·39 5·38
Uo........... 4·0' 4.87 5.35 5.53' 5.81
Uo........... .. . 6.20
C.,.o... .. .... 0·54 I. 07 }~. ~~. 5.50 0.66 0·41
(Di, La),o.. . . I. 80 3·49 I. 44
y,O•......... 6.41 5.19 ))'5.62 h7 ... 5.64
EnO•........ 10.71 J 9·8.
Tho. ........ 3.64 4.28 4.96 3.19
Zro.. . . . . . . . . 2.29- I. Jj J.IO·
CaO.. ....... 0.27 4.26 1.80 10.93 0.65 1.61

~'b~.-:::::::: 225 I:::: D.l5 .}.~:;~. ~:~~
Sno... .. .. ... 0.95 J 0.18 0.82
FeO.......... 0·3' 8.06 1.43 5.53 1.81 0.39 23.00
FetO.. . . . 8.77 8.90
MnO.... .. 0·78 3.3' 0.30 0.77'
PbO........ 0.7' 0.84 1.07
H,o-. ....... I 58 I 3.6 '·56 ...... 1.6. 3.94 1.80J 11.06

iiO~:::::: ":'2;:~1~~~ ~·.yi .. ~:~~ ::::::: ::~:~~~ :':::::: ::~:~~~ ~::::::
1'00.31 I 99·37 99·78 :101.16 : 99·8/ 100.18 99·09 101.~0 99.11

, MnO and ZnO
" (K. Li, NaltO
• U,O.
I IlllIition
" MlIIO•
, Precipitated by

• Includes some Tio.
ZnO .
lLi. NaltO...... . ..
CuO

• ZnO .
Sio. ,.

, Feq and UO
IIlDltlon .
F .

o os
0)·'4

I. 53
3.75

HoS 1.06
AltO 0.74
SiO, 8.75

- State of osidation not determined.
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Compaialifle Analyses of the Complex Uranium Minerals.-Continued.
(Arranged in the order of their uranium content.)

NlWIe
Noh- Alter- I Hatch- Anne- Ampan-
lite ~~- el~l~- rMite b~jte

-----1·--------------------

2.10

1. 50

8.60

0.80

3·117
4.'11
8.90

34. 80
4·110

19·40

}~:~~.

}4-00

•. so

5.V

7.10

'.56

'.37
1. 97
3.35
0.15

0.16
3.38

48.13

10.•8'
15·50

8.87
0.15

}0.30

2. III

4·77
4·9

'11· 83
34·24

1. 61

4·33

1. 53

.}~:~~.
7.011

0.'5

'4·43'
15. 'S
I. 40
4·00

);~:~~. 13.46

0.15
5.70

'4 .•6

0.06
Trace
3.05

4.801
4.813

1. ,8
46.15

1.20
13·72

ApP·3, 740 740 727 74 1 ApP.3

Il~~:er
p. 3

Norden W.H. O. D. C.W. Plsan
and skiold Sea- Alien Blom-

Finkh mon strand
A Mas- 0 0 01

sive
hot. hot.
r.98 '.13

56.40'

13.48

.i~:~~'
}". 90

I. 36

3.50

33.39
20.0J
la.12

13.811
12.73
27.70

}10.50'
0.62·

P-,:' Dans'l ) 744 7311yltem ......
Analyot .. Ram- Koenig

mels-
berv

Cry., Porm. 0 0 0

hot. or bit.. Isot. Isot. I5Ot.
Indices..... '.24 •. '4 2.10

2. '5
Sp.G.......... 4·99 5.103 5.96

6.'0
T...O•..........
CboO•.........
TiO' ..
UO' ..
UO ..
CeoO•......
(Di. LaloO... . .
V,O•.. · '5.64 14.60
EnO.......... 7.30
ThO'........... 1.34
zrO•...........
CaO.......... 0.09

~~.-.-::: 0.12
Sno,. _ .
PeO... 0·5r 3.'5 8.98
F..O.. . . . . . . . . . • . 63 1. 66
MnO. . . . . . . . . .. Trace 0.•8'. o .•0
PbO........... 0.'0 7.6. T~;'~~' '.40
HIO-........... 3.00 '.40 0.30 6.38 4.6. 11·55 4.411 8.rll 12·40
X.............. 0.744 0.5" 0.11; '.51'
~~.......... '.00 o.~ o.~
N...O..... }0.82 1.37 0.3'
K,O. Trace 0.r6

-------~I~s.;;-I~-I~~I~~-~;6;-T~-~~~
• Miller. Willet G., and .Knight. Cyril W.,

Occurrence of euxenite in South Sher
brooke township. Ontario: Am. Jou,.
Sei.. vol. xliv, pp. '43-244, 11117.
Name of analyst not given. Analysis
made at Imperial Institute, London.
England.

• U.O.
• (Ce, LaloO. etc.
4 Sio,
• Sp.G•• 5.77

I Nt. He " 0.22
Co......... . 0.111
MnO....... . 0.11
CuO........ . Trace

, UO
, MnO, MgO
, CuO
, Anhydrous mineral
• Sio,

IlfJ1ition
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Comparaliw ~1I4lyses of ,he Compu UrlJ"i"m MinertJl.s.--eoncluded.
(Arranged in the order of th.ir uranium content.)

Poly- Sami- Mlck- Blom- Pilbar- BeW- Bran- Pitch- U......i-Name intoah- Itran-eraae r6site ite dite it<!' ite nmit< blende nite

-------------------------
p.,e. Uana'l } 745 ApP·3. App. I,

746 891 lI9Iyatem ......
1i.a~i ltn?:-AnalYlt ........ Mack- Lind- Simp- PiUlli Wella Hille- Hille-

intoah brand ItTOm Ion brand brand
CrYI. Form.. 0 1 T Mu- A 1 1

live
Iaot. or bif...... Ilot. lIot. lIot. lIot. lIot. lIot. Ilat. Opaque OpAque
Iadic........... 1.70 I. 94 I. 77 2.14 I. 74 I. 92 2.30
Sp.G.......... 4.97- 5.24 5.438 4. 17 4.68 4·475 5·42 8.07 9.50

5.04 4·25
T..O•....... 3·70 }40.76 0·47 Trace
CboO•....... 19.37 45.80 32.10
Tio. ... 28.5 1 6.70 10.71 17·30 39.0
Uo.. 21.10 22.40 23.68' 28:60' . 10·3 58·51 57·43
UO•..... 19·47

. }~:~~ . . 45:3'0.'
27.09 33·5 25.26 26.48

CeaO•.......... 0.19 }1.20 0.21 0.25
~Di, LaloO•..... "j:9i . 0.13

•0 •........... 21.23- 1.86- 0·49 0.20
no. 31. 34 I. 25 4. I 9.79
zrOs. 0.88? 0.2 7·59
CaO. 0.68 0.59 3·45 0.57 H.6I 2.9 0.84 0.08
M~ 0.10 0.16 0,,31
Sn . 0.10
PeO .. 2·47 1.06 I. IS 3.33 2.9 0.32p.a•. 0.18 0.30 1.38 Trace 0·40
MnO. 0.04 Trace 0.25 0.16
PbO .. 0.46 7.35 3·74 17.26 0.2 0.70 3.26
1La- . 4.46 12·45' 0.50 7.96 3·50 5·20 2.0 1.96 0.61
H.O+ 4·31 4.16

·ti~d~i.Htr... .. 0:12',' .. 0:1'2',' Trace "0:6i '
O.IS·

X.. 0.67/ 1.081 1·45· 0.7~

AIoO. 0.74 O.H 0.15 0.50 Trace
Sio.. 1.01 13·90 12.72 0.6 2.79 0.16
LilO .... :::::::: }0.68N..O. 0.04
KsO. 0·30 0·42 0.09------------- -------------

97.96 99.60 96.50 99·32 99·56 99.39 100.2 99.95 99· 49

• At. wt. H4.1 La~roix, A....Min6ralogie de la Prance et
• 1...,1. de _ Coloai..... vol. v, pp. 93--94. 11113.
• ~ition • Mol. wt. 350
• 0.. C...O.

, BaO ............................. 0·3
• LaaOs. V.o. srO .............................. a.J
/ PtO. Co. .............................. 0.2
• UO P.O•............................. Trace
• Precipitated by ILS • Det. al N
• Sim~n, Edward S., Pilbarite, a new • ZnO.............................. 0·44

wneral from the Pilbara Goldfield: P.O•............................. O.2~

Jo",. Nal. Hirl. a"d Sei. Soe. 0/ W••,.,,, AalO•... ......................... 0·43
A"rlrali... ""I. ill, p. J3J. I9H. CuPes,. ............... . . . . . . . . . . 0.12

PeS ... ........................... 0.24
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The only other minerals having the same general qualitative
composition are zirkelite 'and delorenzite, and to make com
parison easier their analyses are repeated.

AtuJlyses oJ Zi"keliU, Delo1'mJiU, and B"annerite.

Specific gravity .
TiOt .
UOt .
UD•...............
CetD•..............
yiD•..............
ThOt .
ZrOt .
CaD .
MgO .
SnOt , .
FeD .
PbD .
HID: .
NaID .
SiOt ..
BaD .
srO .
cOt .
FIlID•..............
AllOt .
PlO•...............

Zirkelite
bometric

4·741
14·95

1.40

2.52
0.21

7.3 1

52 .89

0.22

7.72

1.02 (ign.)
10·79

Delorenzite
Orthorhombic

4·33
4.25"

Brannerite
UDdetermined

5·42
39.0 
10·3
33-5 -

3·9
4·1
0.2 -

2·9-

2·9
0.2
2.0 ,..

0.6
0·3
0.1
0.2-

} Traces

• State of oxidation not determined.

The uranium in zirkelite is almost negligible and the quan
tity of zirconium present puts it in a class by itself. The analysis
of delorenzite makes the mineral appear almost suspiciously
simple in composition, only five metals being determined, but the
relationship to brannerite is closer than that of zirkelite. How
ever, the quantity of uranium oxide is less than one-sixth that
of the titanium oxide, but in brannerite the weight of uranium
oxides is greater than that of titanium oxide and is more than
four times as great as that in delorenzite.

The new mineral seems worthy of an individual name, and
we therefore propose to call it brannerite after Dr. J. C. Branner,
formerly head of the Department of Geology and Mining and
President of Stanford University.·

Brannerite may be described as a complex titanate of uranium
with smaller quantities of rare earth and other metals, in which
the weight of uranium oxides exceeds that of titanium oxide.
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